In this contribution a survey will be presented on the requirements of projection-based procedures of model order reduction of large-scale linear time-invariant systems to preserve certain structural properties like asymptotic stability, complete controllability, or complete observability. Also "algebraic" properties are discussed like steady-state accuracy, vanishing equation residuum, or separation of controller/observer design. The conditions on the projection matrices are shown explicitly. Some of these conditions coincide with respect to different structural properties. Additionally, it can be shown that truncation methods which are based on decoupling either of eigenmodes or of controllability and observability Gramian matrices preserve asymptotic stability, complete controllability, and complete observability always.
INTRODUCTION
The investigation of dynamical systems is based usually on a mathematical model. The increasing complexity of the systems leads generally to a large-scale model. In case of linear, time-invariant behaviour the state-space model is given by ( ) ( ) ( ), 
where represents the state vextor of large dimension n, is the control input vector of dimension p, and is the mdimensional measurement output vector. The matrices represent the system, input and output matrices of corresponding dimensions.
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Simulation, analysis, control design of large-scale systems is difficult. Therefore, in many cases model order reduction methods will be applied to obtain more convenient models with smaller dimension r which represent hopefully a good approximation of the large-scale system. Assuming , r = ≈ x L x x R x (2) where is the aggregation (or reduction) matrix and represents the expansion (or approximation) matrix, then the model of reduced order r is given by L R The matrices L and are required to be row-and columnregular of dimensions r R × n and n r. For consistency, additionally × r L R = I is assumed (which is not really a restriction).
The analysis and design of system (1) will be carried out by the analysis and design of system (3). To get reasonable results the reduced-order model should approximate the behaviour of the large-scale system as good as possible. There are different methods to judge the quality of a "good" approximation, e.g. approximation of the transfer behaviour or preserving some structural properties. Here, in this contribution it will be dealt with preserving following features:
-Asymptotic stability -Complete controllability -Complete observability -Steady-state accuracy -Vanishing equation residuum -Controller/observer design separation Additionally, the measurements should be preserved, or r y = y r ≈ y y . The last weak requirement leads to which will be assumed always (at least, cf. (4)). The first strong condition is satisfied for
which includes the weak requirement. Equation (5) is satisfied only if the measurements are related to the states directly.
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Model order reduction methods have been investigated extensively. Therefore, there exists a large number of publications which cannot be represented here. Only a few references will be mentioned. An early survey on model order reduction has been presented by Troch at al. (1992) . A new textbook has been given by Antoulas (2005) . Numerical aspects became the focus of attention of a workshop held at the "Mathematisches Forschungsinstitut Oberwolfach" edited by Benner et al. (2005) . A special issue of the MCMDSjournal has been devoted to model order reduction by Lohmann et al. (2008) . In the PhD-thesis of Yousefi (2006) the problem of preserving asymptotic stability has been discussed in detail. Lastly, model order reduction has been considered for "contractive" systems in the recent PhD-thesis by Castañé Selga (2011) . Further references can be found in the mentioned publications. 
The proof of (6) is based on a representation of (1) in -coordinates and the orthogonal complement with By these coordinates it is easily shown that a stabilizability condition guarantees a proper choice of to obtain a stable . The stabilizability condition is transformed back into the original representation of (1) leading to (6). The second requirement of (6) is a dual result. 
holds. With any factorization one obtains
for an arbitrary full row rank matrix then asymptotic stability of
A is guaranteed with Re ( )
is the generalized Moore-Penrose inverse. Additionally, we have 
The theorem 2 is a constructive result because the reduction and the expansion matrices L and are given explicitly. But still there is the freedom of the choice of R X which can be used for satisfying further requirements. The main critical point is the solution of the LMI (7) 
Additionally we have 
3. CONTROLLABILITY AND OBSERVABILITY
Controllability
Applying the Hautus criterion for checking complete controllability of the order reduced system (3) we have a necessary condition. 
The proof shows that if the reduced system (3) has a noncontrollable eigenpair ( ) Therefore, if (1) is completely controllable then in case of (16) the system (3) is completely controllable, too.
An additional sufficient condition for preserving complete controllability follows from theorem 2. 
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The controllability Gramian of (1) leads to a controllability Gramian of (3).
Therefore, complete controllability is preserved if the model order reduction is performed according to theorem 6. Simultaneously, asymptotic stability is preserved.
Complete Observability
The preservation of complete observability is the dual problem to that of complete controllability. Therefore, the results of section 3.1 can be adopted in dual form. 
Simultaneous Complete Controllability and Complete Observability
Usually one is interested that both controllability and observability properties are preserved in case of model order reduction. Therefore, L and R should satisfy e.g. conditions (16) and (19) simultaneously.
Another way is to guarantee asymptotic stability additionally. That can be obtained sufficiently by applying (17) and (20) 
The (more or less) arbitrary X, Y have to be determined such that (21) holds. Therefore, defining equations (21) 
Vanishing Equation Residuum
For the reduced order system (3) the residuum will be considered for a true behaviour : 
The condition (25) matches the sufficient condition (16) of preserving complete controllability. Another possibility to look for a residuum equation exists for the large-scale system (1): 
The requirement (27) agrees with the sufficient condition (19) on complete observability.
Controller/Observer Design Separation
In many applications a controller and an observer are designed on the basis of the reduced order system (3):
where r K and r L are the controller and the observer gain matrices such that and are asymptotically stable. The dynamics of the observer-based (large-scale) control system is easily derived leading to an algebraic separation of controller and observer design by
Theorem 12: The algebraic separation of the controller/observer design holds if and only if equations (30) are valid. In the special case that the strong measurement condition (5) is satisfied then the separation condition coincides with (16, 25) (and vice versa).
EXAMPLES
According to the decoupling of system (1) into eigenmodes the model order reduction by modal truncation preserves asymptotic stability, complete controllability and complete observability. The same is true for model order reduction by balanced truncation because it is based on the decoupled controllability and observability Gramian matrix. Model order reduction by a Lyapunov truncation (theorems 2, 3) preserves asymptotic stability. Is the Lyapunov truncation related to the controllability Lyapunov equation (17), then complete controllability is preserved additionally (theorem 6). Is the Lyapunov truncation related to the observability Lyapunov equation (20), then complete observability is preserved additionally (theorem 7). A sufficient condition for preserving asymptotic stabiliy, complete controllability, and complete observability by a suitable Lyapunov truncation is shown by theorem 8.
Looking for the cases of section 4 some "algebraic" requirements are satisfied by the three mentioned truncation methods, but mostly additional conditions have to be regarded e. g. the strong measurement condition (5).
CONCLUSIONS
For general projection-based procedures for model order reduction of linear time-invariant large-scale systems it has been discussed which condition the reduction and expansion matrices have to satisfy to preserve important system properties like asymptotic stability, complete controllability, complete observability, steady-state accuracy, vanishing equation residuum, or controller/observer design separation. These conditions do not use any specializations of truncation methods but are valid in general. But for e. g. modal, balanced or "Lyapunov" truncation methods the structure preserving properties can be discussed in detail. E.g. for modal or balanced truncation methods asymptotic stability, complete controllability, and complete observability are preserved always. In future some kind of catalogue will be developed showing which procedures of model order reduction will preserve which structural properties.
